PASTELS
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Aqua
A beautiful, marine-inspired pastel
technique to inspire your client’s
inner water enchantress!
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From the Education & Design Team of

How to Create

Xtremers Pastels

PREP

Xtremers pastel color and full color techniques work best on pre-lightened hair. Use
Tressa LITEnUP Dual Moisturizing Powder to pre-lighten to a level 9 or 10.

Spray entire head with PEQ Porosity
Equalizer to equalize porosity levels
and ensure even color.

Select the Xtremers Daringly
Intense Color shade you
want to change to pastel.

MIXING & APPLICATION
Step 1: Take a selected Xtremer
shade, turn the bottle upside down
and shake product to the tip.
Step 2: Open the Xtremer, give it
a gentle squeeze and dispense a
dime-size amount into a bowl.
Step 3: Add 2oz. of either
Replenishing or Quenching
Conditioner into the bowl
and mix well.

*

Step 4: Apply to pre-lightened hair and
place under a low dryer to process for
20 minutes. Follow remaining Xtremers
directions on the bottle.

NOTE: The color intensity will vary with different
Xtremers and will be dependent upon how
much conditioner is added for the dilution.
A test strand is recommended. The pastel
color will last approximately 2 weeks before
beginning to fade, depending on the shade,
dilution and client’s haircare regimen.

Some Important Notes
When Creating All-Over Pastel Color

• As with a normal Xtremers color service, you should pre-lighten 		
your client’s hair prior to a pastel application
• Create equal porosity all over the head by misting with PEQ Porosity
Equalizer. After pre-lightening, mist and comb through the ends before
applying the Xtremers pastel color.
• We recommend placing hair in foils to achieve complete saturation of
the pastel formula. This will ensure the color molecules are driven deep
into the hair and will ensure your desired color.
• Mix the pastel formula thoroughly by whipping color and conditioner
for a minimum of 2 minutes.
• Application of the pastel formula is imperative to successful results.
As a general rule when creating an all-over pastel color, take
1/2" partings and saturate thoroughly from regrowth to ends.

YELLOW Pastel

using Tressa’s Xtremers Colors!

ORANGE Pastel

Xtrem
RED Pastel

YES

You can create pastel colors
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TEAL Pastel

FUCHSIA Pastel

PURPLE Pastel

BLUE Pastel

GREEN Pastel
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Pastel
Technique

Step 1: Pre-lighten

Autumn’s Formula
Natural Level: 7 Dark Blonde
Desired Level: 10

Pre-lighten hair to pale yellow
using the formula to the right.
Apply the All Over Toner
formula to the entire head.

Tonal Value: N Natural

Pre-Lighten: To pale yellow
using 3 scoops LITEnUP
Powder + 2oz 20 Vol
Processing Cream

All Over Toner: Irresistible Deposit-Only Color 1oz. 9V
+ 1/4 oz Slate +1oz Irresistible Processor
Xtremers Colors Used: Teal and Purple

SECTIONING
Step 2: Top, Side & Back
Start sectioning in front ½"
back from hairline; continue
sectioning down side round
to center flat. Duplicate on
opposite side and secure.

Next, subdivide
large section into
4 subsections.

Step 3: Back, Side and Top (all hair below 4 subsections)

Divide weave sections. Apply colors
to both slice and weave sections.

Start at nape in back with the hair below the 4 subsections.
Begin by taking a ½" wide slice Gothic technique (insert
comb ¼" weave up, insert another ¼" weave down;
continue in this manner for entire slice).

FOIL APPLICATION

2 Slices:
(1) Teal Xtremers full color
(1) Teal Xtremers pastel

Step 4: Applying Xtremers Teal & Purple
Apply full color Xtremers and pastel Xtremers
according to the diagram at right. Duplicate
this step on all hair below the 4 subsections.

Gothic Weave:
(1) Teal Xtremers full color
(1) Purple Xtremers full color

Step 5: Top Subsections
Begin in back left section and duplicate the foil
application above on all top subsections.

PROCESSING

No Color

Process under dryer on low temp for 20 minutes, cool down 5 minutes.
Rinse in warm water and shampoo twice with Tressa Replenishing
Shampoo. Lock color in with Tressa Replenishing Conditioner.

2 Slices:
(1) Purple Xtremers pastel
(1) No color
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